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Speech for the press conference in Zagreb on the 25.11.2011:
First good day Croatians / Dobrodosli Hrvati!

For me it’s a great honor to speak in front of you!

In my statement I will not talk monologues about the civil war versus resistance in Yugoslavia in
1941 - 1945. I won't speak about the memory culture Jasenovac versus Bleiburg either.  For this
there are enough Croatian and Serbian specialists. I will present shortly and concisely the
newest findings regarding my book about the tragedy of Bleiburg.

Sheet 1

In May 1945 Carinthia not only was overfilled from retreating German troops and crowded with
British and Yugoslav occupation forces, but flooded with hundreds of thousands of anti-
communist refugees from Croatia and Slovenia also, who fled to the westerns Allies to southern
Austria for fear of the communist takeover of the partisans in Yugoslavia.

Sheet 2
In South-Carinthia the war didn't finish at the 08. May 1945 as it is assumed in Austria or has
been alleged in Yugoslavia on 15. May 1945, but the massacres and fights lasted up to the 23.
May 1945 the departure day of the Partisan units of the Yugoslavian army from Carinthia.
However still on Austrian territory especially south of the Drau Partisans perpetrated numerous
massacres against the anticommunist Croatian and Slovenian refugees.

Sheet 3

The killings of the partisans in Carinthia in May 1945 in Austria are not recognized as final war
actions like in former Communist Yugoslavia.  The reason for it is because the World War II
finished formally-legally in Austria on May 08, 1945. Therefore the Austrian public prosecutor's
office does not determinate the mass killings as "war crimes". On Austrian territory the Partisan
crimes had already happened purely legally in peacetimes. The Austrian public prosecutor's
office in Klagenfurt officially uses the term "crimes against humanity" for the killings in the May
1945.

The battles of encirclement which are celebrated in the Communist Partisan literature and
official Yugoslavian historiography as the final victory against the so called "home traitors" in
Carinthia and North-Slovenia firstly were in the best case engaged battles of retreating refugee
groups forced by the partisans and secondly the bulk of the military refugee associations had
been without arms and nevertheless were murdered by partisans in masses then.

Sheet 4
As you can see at the illustration, the partisans tried under all circumstances with barricades
and using military methods however also with fights and killings, to prevent that the refugees
would escape to the British. You can see the Drau as a kind of demarcation line. Carinthia south
of the Drau was mainly occupied from Yugoslavian Partisans. The area north of the Drau was
mainly controlled British. The 11th Dalmatian Brigade nevertheless has erected bases north of
the Drau. Many of the refugees had not made it to the British north of the Drau but were still
encircled and killed by down fighting south of the Drau.  The majority of the encircled refugees
was taken prisoner and was carried away to Yugoslavia to the killing places. The dissolution of
the refugee camps under British control in the north of the Drau, Viktring, Krumpendorf and
Grafenstein, took place until July 1th 1945. But also in the sight of the British the Partisans had
penetrated killings at refugees north of the Drau.
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Sheet 5
In the context with the Partisan occupation till now in Austria it has gone out of approximately
altogether 128 killed Austrian civilians during May, from which the largest part lies buried in
mass graves in the Mießtal in Slovenian Koroska. By source enquiries only in parish archives
and reports of Gendarmerie Police stations I found myself for the time between May 8th 1945
and the day of the withdrawal of the Yugoslavian partisans far over 350 dead anticommunist
refugees, who were buried in Austria. But the killings on Austrian territory are considerable
higher. Sources say more than 1,000 refugees were killed.

Sheet 6
The records of the security directorate -as seen on the figure right- confirm that it was murdered
in the prisoner camps and during the evacuation of whole the refugees (especially in the
refugee prisoner camps of the partisans in South-Carinthia, just as in camions and trains). Most
of the dead persons were not let in Austria but were brought to Yugoslavia and buried in mass
graves. Subsuming the records of the sources one comes to more than 1000 persons are killed
in the context with the occupation of Partisans in May 1945 in Austrian Carinthia.

Sheet 7
In many cases it is difficult to determine the ethnic nationality of the victims. The predominant
nationality of those who were killed on Austrian territory were Croats but also Slovene, Serb and
Russians and in some cases attacks occurred to German retreating soldiers, as well as two
Austrian nationals. However the majority of killings of the Austrians took place on Yugoslavian
territory.  Also a Polish war prisoner worker was found under the victims as well as quite a lot of
women and children of refugees.

Sheet 8
Serbian and even Croatian Partisan units of the Yugoslavian Army took a real hunt for
anticommunist Croatian refugees.  However the partisans had allowed several German Armed
(-Reichswaffen) SS and German Army (-Wehrmacht) units crossing the transitions of the rivers
Drau and Gurk. Anticommunist Slavic units were captured and some of them killed still in
Carinthia.

Sheet 9
In the postwar era took place a monopolizing and denial of Croatian and Slovenian victims in
South Carinthia.
That goes back to the “struggle of the memory” between so called “Kärntner Heimatverbände” –
Carinthia homeland associations- and the “Kärntner Partisanenverband” - association of
Carinthia Partisans- as well as Austrian antifascist resistance groups. Because of the border
fights in the year 1920 between the SHS-state and Austria, the Carinthia home associations
were oriented generally very anti- Slavic.
The innumerable refugees killed by partisans and buried in scattered shallow field graves or
cemeteries in South Carinthia therefore presented themselves for welcome victim monopolizing.
The refugees were abused by the two dominant memory cultures in South Austria for their
political intentions. Quite a lot of the killed Croatian refugees were simply summarized by
Carinthia homeland associations as German war dead.
Many of the Croatians in South-Carinthia were reinterpreted as German repatriates. In the
1970ies at the cemetery of Gurnitz there was built a monument for the refugees killed by
partisans at the bridge over the Gurk by the “Abwehrkämpferbund” (Carinthia homeland
defense association). Those remains of corpses were buried at the cemetery Gurnitz.  The
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reinterpretation of the Slavic refugee victims took its way to the history literature of Carinthia via
the national Carinthia homeland researcher Ingomar Pust.

Sheet 10

In the sources of the parishes and Gendarmerie-Police stations east of Klagenfurt there are only
written down “Croatian Ustascha” and "Weißrussen" (White Russians). The entry concerning
the “Weißrussen” is used most likely for the “Russian Protection Corps Serbia” (Russisches
Schutzkorps Serbien). Only one of the Carinthia homeland searchers interprets the entry
"Weißrussen" as "Slovenian White Guards" (Slowenische Weissgardisten).

Sheet 11

It is not an individual case that in SOUTH CARINTHIA refugees are buried below Partisan
monuments. At the Ferlacher mass grave of the partisans and at the graveyard St. Johann and
St. Margareten and in the rose-valley (Rosental) refugees are buried below monuments of
partisans. At the cemetery in Köttmannsdorf the Partisan monument has no correct existence at
all. Here are buried Slovenian Domobrancens, and Croatian Domobranen shot by Simo-
Dubajics as well as one Chetnik corpse. In the death register of the parish of Köttmannsdorf in
this context is only written about fighting soldiers shot on the run during May.  The partisans had
often pulled out murdered Croatian or Slovenian refugees bare and buried as partisans. They
wanted to improve the losses of the partisans something rather low in the final battle for the
myth of the encirclement battles. At that time a lot of scattered lying corpses over South
Carinthia and North Slovenia there were available.

Sheet 12

Thirdly, in the 50er and 70er years Croatians were buried on military cemeteries St. Veit/Glan
and Völkermarkt. In Carinthia no separation was done about the soldiers fallen in the war and
after the war (08.Mai.1945) or Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian and Russian refugees killed by
partisans. In Carinthia of postwar the murdered refugees also were mistaken for war dead or
reinterpreted for political reasons to German soldiers or partisans -as explained already.

Sheet 13
Just like here at the military cemetery Völkermarkt Croats are registered as 22 unknowns. But
even on clear identified graves at the military cemetery at St. Veit/Glan there is no information
given about the Croatian identity –as you can see on the picture. Still today in Southern Austria
are existing false memorial monuments. But in the sources is mostly reported about Croatian
and Slovenian refugees killed in Southern Carinthia.

Sheet 14
In addition to the mass graves and tombs listed in archives are to enclose the completely new
graves and mass graves which were unknown until and reminded on by contemporary
witnesses. On the base of the previous public media reports about my discoveries now people
are still reporting their knowledge about graves and where they are situated, mainly in the area
Eisenkappel, Ferlach and Bleiburg, also between Lavamünd and Wundstätten. Then there were
in the 1970ies a lot of remained bones which layered scattered on the field graves and
cemeteries therefore they could no longer been reburied at the military cemeteries.

Sheet 15
I was able to find documents emerging that the British have used the refugees for horse-trading.
In the negotiation rounds in Klagenfurt of the 15., 19. and 20. May was accepted the delivery of
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the refugees versus departure of the Yugoslavian partisans. The repatriations from the British
camps north of the Drau are negotiated exactly on these days. Consequently it can be said that
the anticommunist refugees had to pay with their human lives for the remaining of South
Carinthia in Austria also.
16 Sheet

One chapter of my book refers to the OZNA / UDBA -TERROR IN CARINTHIA against the
anticommunist emigration. No other secret intelligence service in Carinthia was similarly actively
like the Yugoslav secret service. Far more than 100 persons can be found in Carinthia on UDBA
lists. Just in the area Klagenfurt can be found 72 persons on the list of informants or employee
of the Yugoslavian secret service. From May 1945 up to the disintegration of Yugoslavia the
Communist secret service had stretched a network all over Carinthia. On the UDBA lists and
dossiers there were Communists, but German or Slovenian language speaking Carinthians also
and several Croatian and Serbian immigrant families working either for financial or ideological
reasons for the Yugoslavian secret service.

For the contemporary witness and moretimes victim of UDBA, the Croatian Abramovic, it was
not only important the situation of an exposed area of Carinthia to the Yugoslavian state as
operation area of the UDBA but also the club activity of the Croatian Bleiburger Ehrenzug
(honor procession) and the Slovenian immigrant’s associations as well the Slovenian
conservative representations of interests of the Slovenian minority for example the Hermagoras
Bruderschaft (brotherhood) in Carinthia.

17 Sheet

The comparatively most Yugoslavian secret agents abroad lived in Carinthia and therefore the
southernmost federal state of Austria was a very unsafe and dangerous country of asylum for
the anticommunist refugees. Kidnapping, extortions, hate mails, bomb attacks and murders
were carried out by the Yugoslavian secret service on Austrian territory. In June 1945, the
Croatian Josef Krpan in Bleiburg fell to victim an OZNA killer commando with the help of local
Austrian Communists. 1946 near Bleiburg, a young anticommunist Slovene was abducted to
Yugoslavia. In the border area to Yugoslavia took place a number of assassinations and
abductions on the account of the UDBA - I can’t explain more details now but they are
documented in my book exactly. The highlight was in 1975 with the murder at Martinovic, the
main actor of the care of remembrance of the tragedy of Bleiburg in Austria. Former agents of
the UDBA who helped with in the murder of Martinovic are still living in Klagenfurt. The
Yugoslavian secret service besides was responsibly for murders and for numerous bomb
attacks against exiled Croatians but also for attacks against Carinthia facilities.

18 Sheet

Besides the UDBA had infiltrated their agents and people into the associations of emigrants like
the Bleiburger Ehrenzug (Bleiburg honorary procession) but also into the Catholic Church, the
Carinthia print media and the Kärntner Ladesregierung (Carinthia regional government), as well
into the university of Klagenfurt. Especially the conservative interested associations of the
Slovenian minority were spied on and terrorized by the UDBA. In Carinthia different sections of
UDBA operated - like it is proved by the murder letter and the change of agents of the family
Lukenda. I could find out an active cooperation between Croatian Bosnian UDBA with the
headquarters in Banja Luka and between the Slovenian UDBA and the headquarters Maribor as
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well as the Austrian Communists in Bleiburg by Lipej K.  The terror of UDBA was realized in
coordinated cooperation with Austrian Communist against Croatian emigrants as well as the
celebrations in Bleiburg.

Still now some former employees of UDBAS have influence on political parties as well as on
institutions of the public life of official Carinthia, as for example on science institutions and the
university of Klagenfurt.

These cliques maintain good contacts to the SOCIALISTS of the succession states of the
former Yugoslavia. Many of the Communist and UDBA people in Austria have rescued
themselves to the western capitalist era -like the communists in Yugoslavia- and also
established commercial enterprises most likely with UDBA blood money. These UDBA
employees of Carinthia have got driving schools, bus companies, but also established business
enterprises with millions of sales.

Also on my person there was a massive attack as well on my investigations and my book by two
UDBAS employees. Former refugees -like Ivan Ott, who gave an interview in the weekly news
"profile"- were represented as untrustworthy and as liars. In addition the refugees are tried to be
defamed as war-criminals and fascists they wanted just to escape the Communist Partisans
justice. These former UDBAS - people in Austria have influence into the science of humanity
also.  Another problem is that not only the Austrian resistance fighters are considered as such
against the German National Socialism but are praised the Yugoslavian partisans in May 1945
as resistance fighters against the Nazis as well as liberators of Austria also.


